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About the Customer

Business Challenges

Ticket is the Nordic region’s largest private travel agency chain. Sales 

amount to approximately SEK 6.5 billion under the three brands Ticket, 

AirnGo, and Charter. Ticket is owned by the privately owned investment 

company Braganza.

Ticket.se had a 15-year-old complicated legacy system with a huge single 

monolithic application and a legacy database that was causing multiple 

challenges. It was posing challenges to the growth plans of Ticket.se and 

was causing cost and performance efficiency issues.

architecture,  keeping the existing functionalities in sync with updates was a huge challenge due to huge interdependencies 

between modules. The bulky source code posed a challenge to adding any new service/features without disrupting 

business as usual.

Scaling of specific business applications was not possible which impacted the platform performance during sudden 

hikes in traffic. Also, any required scaling to improve performance had to be done over the whole platform which led 

to higher costs. 

The legacy database (AS400) had a high CPU usage and high cost for maintenance.

Ticket.se was facing challenges in making necessary changes in their legacy system for GDPR compliance. This was 

posing legal challenges.

The legacy reporting system was slow and complicated which increased the SLA for the redressal of any critical 

Business issues that may arise.

In case Ticket.se tried to make any updates to the existing complicated

Engagement Overview

Ticket.se engaged with TO THE NEW in 2017 for the complete modernization of its existing complicated legacy application. 

TO THE NEW helped with migration to AWS Cloud that resulted in significant efficiency improvements, cost optimization, 

and better user experience for Ticket.se. 

Legacy Modernization for Ticket.se,

Nordic’s leading private travel agency

Industry: Consumer Internet/Travel

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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TO THE NEW helped with end-to-end AWS migration for Ticket.se, replacing its monolithic application services with the 

new microservices-based architecture. This was carefully planned and executed in a phased manner over the months. 

A significant reduction in operational and maintenance cost was achieved, for instance, the AS400 database reduced 

to 1/3 of the original cost.

Ticket.se is now future-ready for adding, modifying, and expanding its services with much ease.

Better synchronization between online and offline sales channels directly impacted operational efficiency. 

GDPR guidelines were implemented for important legal compliance.

Achieved a significant reduction in financial reporting SLAs with a provision of run-time changes and thus enabled 

quicker resolution of any business issue. 

Real-time synchronization was done during the modernization to ensure business continuity.

All existing modules were re-coded in Java and seamlessly converted into microservices in the AWS cloud setup.

AS400 (iseries) database in the backend was phase-wise migrated to the Amazon RDS database. Currently,  just ¼th  

of the original AS400 database is still in use and TO THE NEW team is working on completely replacing it.

On the front end, the legacy applications were replaced with one-page application architecture to faster page speed 

to ensure a better user experience.

Kubernetes was used for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications which led 

to cost-saving through server provisioning. 

Automated unit tests, integration tests, and sanity tests were implemented to minimize manual testing efforts and 

optimize costs.

Automated discrepancy reports, integration tests, and automated bonus calculations were implemented between online 

and offline sales channels.
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